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ABSTRACT 
 This thesis is comprised of two case studies of the works Ruslan and Lyudmila 
and the Mystic Chorus, which were composed by two nineteenth century Russian 
composers Mikhail Glinka (1804–1857) and César Cui (1835–1918). The Chapter on 
Glinka’s Ruslan and Lyudmila trances the influence of German romantic thought on the 
opera as a reinterpretation.  The theories of Novalis” (1772–1801); Friedrich Schlegel 
(1772–1829); and E.T.A. Hoffman (1776–1822) contribute to the reinterpretation of the 
opera as a dream that privileges German romantic ideas over Russia nationalistic ones. 
The Chapter on Cui’s Mystic Chorus, on the other hand, focuses on mysticism and the 
influence of Dante’s Divina Commedia. Being a lesser-known work, the Mystic Chorus 
does not fit the traditional mold of a Russian nationalistic work but instead shows 
influences of western European romanticism. These case studies aim to display and 
elevate the romantic tendencies of each piece to counter the excessive role nationalism 
has contributed to the scholarship of Russian romantic compositions.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This study seeks to draw attention to romantic elements and concepts in two 
compositions, Ruslan and Lyudmila (1842) and Mystic Chorus Op.6 (1871), written by 
two nineteenth-century Russian composers, Mikhail Glinka (1804–1857) and César Cui 
(1835–1918). Glinka’s opera Ruslan and Lyudmila was premiered at the Bolshoi 
Kamenny Theatre in Saint Petersburg on November 27, 1842, and quickly became 
popular as a successor of A Life for the Tsar (1836). Almost thirty years later, Cui 
composed Mystic Chorus. Although these works are separated by three decades, they 
share commonalities in their strong tie to romanticism as source material for the 
compositions.  
Contrary to what is implied in conventional narratives of music history, these 
compositions can be observed as not being solely nationalistic but rather exemplifying 
strong elements of romanticism. The impact of non-Russian romantic philosophies on 
Russian composers is rarely mentioned, if at all, in any accounts. To make a stronger 
case, nineteenth-century Russian nationalistic composers are technically considered 
romantic composers because of nationalism being a secondary movement under 
romanticism but their romantic elements are overshadowed by nationalistic ideologies.  
Many scholars have not fully explored the extent to which romantic aesthetics impacted 
their works. J. Peter Burkholder, in his widely used textbook A History of Western Music, 
places the nineteenth-century Russian composers, including Glinka and Cui, within the 
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realm of nationalism.1 Richard Taruskin, a champion of Russian music, also gives 
privilege to nationalism when discussing these and other nineteenth-century Russian 
composers in his seven-volume Oxford History of Western Music. Taruskin characterizes 
Russian nationalism as “the most piquant case [in] history involving the relationship 
between music and ideas of nationhood.”2 In other words, generally, musicologists tend 
to place Russian composers as being almost exclusively nationalistic.  
Additionally, I argue that Glinka and Cui composed in an aesthetically romantic 
style. Because of this lack of clarity, historians and critics often overlook the impact of 
romanticism as a pan-European literary and cultural movement in nineteenth-century 
Russian music. Instead, romantic elements in musical works are overlooked in academic 
studies. They were replaced with nationalistic tendencies that were brought about by 
educational policies by Sergey Uvarov, the Minster of Education under Nicholas I of 
Russia (Reign 1825–1855).3 The three principles Uvarov supported were Orthodoxy, 
Autocracy, and the National Principle or narodnost.4  It laid the foundation in Russia for 
the political need to individualize cultural identity among all of Europe’s other growing 
world powers which aided in the use of Russian art as a means of national representation. 
However, unforeseen to the Russian at the time nationalism gets pushed to an extreme 
 
1 Donald Jay Grout, J. Peter Burkholder, and Claude V. Palisca, A History of 
Western Music, Ninth edition (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2014), 706–14. 
2 Richard Taruskin, “Music in the Nineteenth Century,” in The Oxford History of 
Western Music, v. 3 (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 230. 
3 Hugh Seton-Watson, The Russian Empire 1801–1917, The Oxford History of 
Modern Europe (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 792. 
4 Ibid., 270. 
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during the Soviet era leaving behind a misrepresentation of the romantic art being created 
in the nineteenth century. 
In his Russian Romanticism: Two Essays,5 and his entry for “Russian 
Romanticism” in the Handbook of Russian Literature,6 Lauren G. Leighton discusses 
how romanticism was literally “squeezed out” of academic discourses on Russian 
literature in favor of realism and nationalistic tendencies.7 Leighton points this out by 
stating that the “first serious scholars [Pushkin, Gogol, Belinsky, Lermontov]of 
romanticism proved that Russia did experience a romantic movement, [but] they also 
obscured its history by cramming it into eccentric categories – individualism-nationalism-
universalism, French-German-English Russian romanticism – these and other artificial 
schemes ruptured both the history and the concept of romanticism.”8 This obscuring of 
the literary movement was its historical unraveling. Romanticism was considered an 
“inexorable path to realism” and was congruent with a “Russian romantic movement 
[which] was burdened by a concern for national originality far in excess of the 
comparable European preoccupation.”9 Similar observations, I believe, can be made for 
the Russian romantic movement in music. For this reason, the focus on the study uses 
literature as the delineation for what constitutes as romantic. Romantic music is being 
 
5 Lauren G. Leighton, Russian Romanticism: Two Essays, Slavistic Printings and 
Reprintings 291 (The Hague: Mouton, 1975). 
6 Victor Terras, ed., Handbook of Russian Literature (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1985). 
7 Lauren G. Leighton, “Romanticism,” in Handbook of Russian Literature, ed. 
Victor Terras (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), 372. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid., 373. 
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influenced by contemporary Pan-European romantic literature; excluding the national 
political labels attached after composition.  
Need for the Study 
 If the romantic period of music in Russia was unfairly “squeezed-out” of serious 
academic study, then the need to investigate the romantic literary qualities in Russian 
nineteenth-century music exists. The focus of Russian music history currently remains 
almost exclusively on nationalism as the catalyst of compositions by Russian composers. 
This lack of scholarship on the influence of romantic philosophies on Russian national 
composers creates gaps in knowledge. A comprehensive study that shows multiple 
aspects of romanticism in Russian music is not available in English to my knowledge. 
Glinka’s Ruslan and Lyudmila has much research dedicated to it but none that has cross-
referenced fundamental Romantic philosophies. David Brown gives a detailed musical 
analysis of the opera in his biography of Glinka.10 The opera is referred to often in the 
works of Richard Taruskin and Marina Frolova-Walker as a magical Russian opera.11 
Cui’s Mystic Chorus has had no substantial scholarship conducted in English, it has only 
been mentioned in compilations of works by the composers. I believe this dynamic 
composition calls for more attention. I have chosen these two composers for their 
contrasting lives. Glinka is known as the father of Russian romanticism in music and is 
often used as the provenance of compositional elements seen in later composers. Glinka 
 
10 David Brown, Mikhail Glinka: A Biographical and Critical Study (London: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1974), 155–236. 
11 Marina Frolova-Walker, Russian Music and Nationalism: From Glinka to 
Stalin (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007); Richard Taruskin, On Russian Music, 
Ahmanson Foundation humanities endowment fund imprint (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2009). 
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is also known as the first composer known to have received acclaim throughout Russia.12 
Cui is part of the Russian national group of composers called “the Might Five” or the 
Kuchka, who came directly after Glinka. In this group, he was also the most prolific with 
over 250 songs (romances), 14 operas (4 of which are for youth), and many other 
instrumental and choral works.13 Despite the variety of his output, he is rarely, if at all, 
mentioned outside of this Russian National group. Cui, who is half French and half 
Lithuanian, is sometimes considered purely a nationalistic composer because of his 
association with the Kuchka. I think that using compositions from these two composers, 
of whom one is considered the progenitor of Russian national music and the other a 
successor of him, provides excellent examples to show how non-nationalist elements 
intertwine with the nationalistic.  
Russian nationalism is currently synonymous with nineteenth-century Russian 
music, in books about classical music. David Dubal, the program director of WNCN New 
York’s class music station for over twenty years, stated in his book The Essential Canon 
of Classical Music that “in Russia, Romantic art music developed more slowly than in 
other countries, as Russian had had no Classical tradition nor much of a music education 
system. When it did arrive, it belonged almost exclusively to that subset of Romanticism, 
Romantic nationalism.”14 To acknowledge again, A History of Western Music, the 
 
12 Gerald Abraham, On Russian Music: Critical and Historical Studies of 
Glinka’s Operas, Balakirev’s Works, Etc., with Chapters Dealing with Compositions by 
Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov, Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky, Glazunov, and Various Other 
Aspects of Russian Music, Essay index reprint series (Freeport, N.Y: Books for Libraries 
Press, 1970), 1. 
13 Yuri Olkhovsky, Vladimir Stasov and Russian National Culture, Russian Music 
Studies no. 6 (Ann Arbor, Mich: UMI Research Press, 1983), 68. 
14 David Dubal, The Essential Canon of Classical Music, 1st ed. (New York: 
North Point Press, 2001), 155. 
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Russian composers in the nineteenth century are only mentioned when the book instructs 
students about the topic of Russian nationalism.15 This points out the tendency in which 
Russian romanticism can be used as a confusing term to describe Russian compositions 
in the nineteenth century of romantic style. This creates a convoluted relationship and I, 
therefore, believe there needs to be a distinction between the three terms: Romanticism, 
Nationalism, and Russian Romanticism. In Dubal’s book, the three previous terms are 
used interchangeably and misleadingly. All nineteenth century national composers are 
romantic composers but not the other way around. Also, all Russian romantic composers 
are romantic but not inherently nationalistic. There needs to be a better approach to 
defining Russian romanticism without nationalism consuming the discussion. Looking 
through the compositions from the philosophical lens of romanticism can give us that 
perspective. 
Using Leighton’s model as a guide, this study aims to explore the elements in 
these compositions that can be attributed to romanticism rather than nationalism. This 
will continue the conversation on what constitutes “authentic” Russianness but most 
importantly give a new perspective that can be used to describe Russian romanticism in 
music holistically. I do not want to challenge or devalue the view on Russian nationalistic 
works as proposed by Malcolm Brown, Richard Taruskin, Marina Frolova-Walker, and 
others but instead, offer another way of analysis that privileges romanticism over 
nationalism. A philosophical lens to analyze musical works creates a framework from 
which features in music previously attributed to Nationalism can be challenged without 
 
15 Donald Jay Grout, J. Peter Burkholder, and Claude V. Palisca, A History of 
Western Music, 9th ed. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2014), 701–712. 
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dismissing the inherently present roles that aided in constructing the environment for 
which their compositions occurred.  
 
Existing Research 
The field of Russian music is relatively limited compared to the amount of music 
research dedicated to the rest of western Europe. Research about the broader topic of 
nineteenth-century Russian music has been debated by two scholars in Anglophone 
musicology. Richard Taruskin in his books Defining Russia Musically16 and On Russian 
Music17 explores the beginning of Russian Nationalism and its authentic representation of 
Russian folk traditions. Marina Frolova-Walker defines “Russianness” in her studies 
Russian Music and Nationalism: From Glinka to Stalin.18  However this pedantic need to 
define what is and isn’t Russian stems from the Soviet-era ideologies that shaped 
scholarship during that period. The Soviet government manipulated facts and stories from 
the past to fit their political narrative. Current researchers, not fooled by Soviet 
propaganda, are trying to unravel that mess. Daniil Zavlunov discovered this while 
studying Glinka stating that whatever did not agree with their movement [Pre-
Stalinism/Stalinism] was cast away and disposed of.19 The propagandized nature of 
 
16 Richard Taruskin, “How the Acorn Took Root,” in Defining Russia Musically: 
Historical and Hermeneutical Essays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), 113–
51. 
17 Richard Taruskin, On Russian Music, Ahmanson Foundation Humanities 
Endowment Fund Imprint (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009). 
18 Marina Frolova-Walker, Russian Music and Nationalism: From Glinka to 
Stalin (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007). 
19 Daniil Zavlunov, “Constructing Glinka,” The Journal of Musicology 31, no. 3 
(2014): 326–53, https://doi.org/10.1525/jm.2014.31.3.326. 
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Soviet-era scholarship is still felt today with the rediscovery of art and music before the 
Soviet censorship as well as limited academic resources.  
The study of Western European influences on Russian music is available in small 
numbers. Anna Giust20 and John Daverio,21 among others, have studied and found non-
Russian elements in overtly Russian compositions. Rutger Helmers challenges 
Russianness in his book Not Russian Enough through the interference of national styles 
from other countries.22  Nevertheless, a study of Russian music in the nineteenth century 
that is not aligned exclusively with Russian nationalism and that uses a comparative 
study that shows multiple aspects of romanticism is still needed to help gain a greater 
understanding of the influence romanticism has on Russian music over nationalism.  
Paradoxically nationalism is a romantic movement within itself having a distinct 
set of criteria that separates it from other romantic subgenres. The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary of Music defines Nationalism in Music as “a movement… marked by 
emphasis on national elements in music such as folksongs, folk dances, folk rhythms or 
on subjects for operas and symphonic poems which reflected national life or history. It 
burgeoned alongside political movements for independence.” It also cites Glinka as the 
 
20 Anna Giust, “Ivan Susanin by Catterino Cavos and A Life for the Tsar by 
Mikhail Glinka: Comparing the Incomparable,” Cambridge Opera Journal 30, no. 1 
(March 2018): 60–102. 
21 John Daverio, Nineteenth-Century Music and the German Romantic Ideology 
(New York: Schirmer Books, 1993). 
22Rutger Helmers, Not Russian Enough? Nationalism and Cosmopolitanism in 
Nineteenth-Century Russian Opera, Eastman Studies in Music, v. 119 (Rochester, NY: 
University of Rochester Press, 2014). 
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start of the national movement in Russia with Cui following.23 While it is correct to label 
these composers as nationalists, because they do use folk traditions and embrace national 
movements, I feel that historically their association as national composers limits the 
perception of their compositional output as less than their romantic contemporaries. To 
be clear, the distinction in this study I am making is that composers that are traditionally 
considered to be part of their nationalistic movements can and should be studied as 
embracing the Romantic elements paramount to their national identities. 
Romantic theories on nationalism can be observed as falling into two different 
camps: individual national movements versus one large unified movement throughout 
Europe. Another way of putting it is a limited view versus an unlimited view.  Benedict 
Anderson states in Imagined Communities that “a nations is imagined as limited because 
even the largest of them… has finite, if elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other 
nations.”24 Another way to put it is that the nations are closed off from one another. I will 
use the [unlimited] theory of Pan-European Romanticism by Rene Wellek. This theory 
accepts openly the idea that counties, while independent nations, can share ideas 
purposely or not. In his essay, “The Concept of ‘Romanticism’,” he states  “If we 
examine the characteristics of the actual literature which called itself or was called 
romantic all over the continent, we find throughout Europe the same conceptions of 
poetry and of the workings and nature of poetic imagination, the same conception of 
nature and its relation to man, and basically the same poetic style, with a use of imagery, 
 
23 Michael Kennedy and Joyce Bourne Kennedy, The Concise Oxford Dictionary 
of Music, 5th ed., Oxford paperback reference (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 
523. 
24 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and 
Spread of Nationalism, Rev. ed. (New York: Verso, 2006), 7. 
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symbolism, and myth which is clearly distinct from that of eighteenth-century 
neoclassicism.”25 Wellek’s approach allows me to use romanticism as free-flowing 
concepts that transcend national borders to influence whoever was consuming them.  
 Romanticism in Russia must be examined from two different movements. The 
Romantic movement in Russian literature and romantic movement in Russian music. The 
movement in literature is contemporary with those in other in Europe regions but starts a 
little later.26 According to Leighton, this late start makes it difficult to understand how 
pre-Romantic literature developed in Russia because much of the romantic literature is of 
a direct influence of non-Russian romantic styles. This disconnect in time transitioned 
over to the movement in music. In many nations, the development of romantic music 
succeeds that of romantic literature but in Russia, the two movements happen much 
closer together. In Russia, romantic literature has a short life approximately starting in 
1810 and ending around 1830. The most popular theory of today is that Russian 
romanticism in literature starts to die out around the mid-1820s in favor of Realism. 
However, the rise of romanticism in music did not start until the 1830s without a 
perceived overlap with the literary movement.27 This movement is said to start in 1836 
with the premiere of A Life for the Tsar by Glinka. We also have to take into account the 
formation of the two Russian Schools of music: “New Russian School”28 under Miliy 
Balakirev (1837–1910), and “Russian Musical Society”29 under Anton (1829–94) and 
 
25 René Wellek, “The Concept of ‘Romanticism’ in Literary History II. The Unity 
of European Romanticism,” Comparative Literature 1, no. 2 (1949): 147–72, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/1768325. 
26 Leighton, Russian Romanticism, 7. 
27 Leighton, Russian Romanticism. 
28 Taruskin, Music in the Nineteenth Century, 395. 
29 Taruskin, 467. 
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Nikolay Rubinstein (1835–81). The “New Russian School” championed nationalistic 
composition stating it was the most “authentic” and free of Western influences. The 
combination of these events has led to the exclusion of romanticism in music being its 
separate movement, unlike contemporary movements that embraced the Romantic 
movement in literature.  
The direct influence of romantic philosophies in music has had significant 
research but just not specifically on Russia or Russian romanticism. In The Romantic 
Generation Charles Rosen explores the use of fragmentation, nature in music, and the 
sublime, which he based on the Charles Eliot Norton Lectures given at Harvard.30 In 
Nineteenth-Century Music and the German Romantic Ideology, John Daverio displays 
the impact German philosophies had on German compositions.31 I feel this approach 
could be applied to any romantic philosophy with any romantic composition if of course, 
those philosophies are represented in the music.  
Methodology, Design, and Procedures 
This study will consist of two case studies followed by a comparison of findings. 
Chapter two contains the first of the two case studies.  Chapter 2 will start with the 
examination of the prevalent non-Russian but romantic concepts found in Glinka’s 
Ruslan and Lyudmila. For Ruslan and Lyudmila, I will explore the relation of German 
romantic philosophical concepts using the three poets: “Novalis” (1772–1801); Friedrich 
Schlegel (1772–1829); and E.T.A. Hoffman (1776–1822). Using Wellek’s idea of Pan-
 
30 Charles Rosen, The Romantic Generation (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 
1998). 
31 Daverio, Nineteenth-Century Music and the German Romantic Ideology. 
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European romanticism and incorporating ideas of self-reflection in fairytales by Marie-
Louise von Franz, I reconceptualize Ruslan and Lyudmila as dream opera. In this 
reconceptualization, we can observe the influence of German Romanticism as a tool of 
inspiration for the construction of the opera. This analysis is done by exploring the 
libretto, and consideration towards the reception of the piece as the foundation of the 
New Russian School of Music. 
Chapter three explores the elements of mysticism in Cui’s Mystic Chorus. With 
the Purgatorio from Dante Alighieri’s (1265–1321) Divina Commedia32 being the 
inspiration for the work, I will cross-examine how Cui’s chorus represents Christian 
theological mysticism, symbolism and a preference towards medieval ideologies33 
making the piece adhere more towards romantic sensibilities than nationalistic. A musical 
analysis of the work and a philosophical framework will be used to discuss this. During 
Cui’s lifetime, Russian Orthodox was the primary religion in Russia, but Cui was raised 
in a Catholic family. The difference in the state religion and the composer’s religion 
raises the curious question of why Christian Theology from thirteenth-century Italy was 
used as the inspiration for this work.  
The final chapter will present a comparative analysis of the analysis done from 
both the works. It will display how the impact of the non-Russian elements affects the 
concept of Russian nationalistic composition with the aim of creating a more holistic 
view of Russian romanticism in music. It will bring together the individual aspects of 
 
32 Dante Alighieri, Allen Mandelbaum, and Peter Armour, The Divine Comedy, 
Everyman’s Library 183 (New York s.l: Distributed by Random House, 1995). 
33 Cesar Cui, Chorus Mysticus (St. Petersburg, Russian: V. Bessel and Co., 1875). 
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romanticism found in the case studies to create a vision of how romanticism can manifest 
itself in music.  
Limitations  
The source material used is in English or has been translated into English apart 
from César Cui: Esquisse Critique which is in French and from The ‘Unknown’ C.A. 
Cui: On the Spiritual Theme in the Composer’s Choral Work which was provided and 
translated by Alexander Ogden. I have translated that text to the best of my abilities for 
this study. Literature from Russia between 1918 and 1991 and others impacted by Soviet 
censorship have been excluded from this study due to Soviet censorship in research. All 
dates given will be in the Georgian calendar leaving out the Julian calendar that was 
observed by Russia during this period. Russian names will be given in their standard 
English equivalents. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CASE STUDY ONE: RUSLAN AND LYUDMILA 
As legend has it, in the Spring of 1829, a Finnish coachman was returning 
Mikhail Glinka to his home in St. Petersburg. He sang a song that was of much 
enjoyment to Glinka.34 The coachman was asked to sing the song over and over until 
Glinka could remember it perfectly. This tune was supposedly the inspiration for Finn’s 
ballad in the opening of the second Act in Ruslan and Lyudmila. This story and others 
like it concerning the creation of Ruslan and Lyudmila, are found in Glinka’s Memoirs 
and have done much to privilege, even ossify the description of the opera as work of 
Russian nationalism. This fairytale narrative is amusing but obscures our ability to 
understand all musical aspects of this historically important opera. Because of this 
opera’s importance in the foundation of the ideas the Russian national school evoked, I 
believe it is an excellent work to use to evaluate how romanticism developed in Russia 
outside of nationalistic aesthetics. In this analysis I will re-interpret the opera, as a dream, 
using elements of German romanticism that gives clarity to some of the aspects of the 
opera that have historically attracted negative attention.  
Mikhail Glinka was born in 1804 to a land-owning family. Early in his education, 
Glinka was taught piano and violin by his family tutor and uncle who had his
 
34 Mikhail Glinka, Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka Memoris, trans. Richard Mudge 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1963), 49. 
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own serf orchestra.35 Even while attending boarding school, he had always left time to 
stay focused on musical endeavors. After graduation his family’s status allowed Glinka to 
travel aboard at the age of nineteen to the Caucasus region. On his return government 
work was available, but he kept his musical studies paramount.  Due to illness, Glinka 
traveled often as a prescribed treatment which usually sent him to Italy. On one such trip, 
he ended in Berlin during the Summer of 1833. He met many other artists of Western 
European background that added to his ever-growing list of compositional influences. 
While in Berlin he was introduced to Siegfried Dehn, who became his composition 
instructor for five months teaching him mainly counterpoint.36 Up to this point, Glinka 
musical instructors consist of German vocal lessons by Gustav Taeschner, French piano 
by his childhood instructor, violin and Russian serf traditions by his uncle, Italian vocal 
lesson from Belloli. Additionally, he received formal music lessons during boarding 
school where he was taught German, French, English and Italian styles.37 During his 
travels, he also made many acquaintances in their respective music scenes, and it was 
common for him to compose freely for them. This practice gave Glinka an extremely 
worldly education and composition experience in music as a cosmopolitan. 
Ruslan and Lyudmila is Glinka’s second opera premiered on November 27th, 1842 
at the Bolshoi Kamenny Theatre in Saint Petersburg. The creation of the opera was not a 
simple task and faced many setbacks along with oppositions. After the premiere, Ruslan 
and Lyudmila had a successive run despite the criticisms. Ruslan and Lyudmila consist of 
 
35 Mikhail Glinka, Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka Memoirs, trans. Richard Mudge 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1963), 9. 
36 Ibid., 86. 
37 Aleksandra Anatolʹevna Orlova, Glinka’s Life in Music: A Chronicle, trans. 
Hoops, Russian music studies no. 20 (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1988). 
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five acts in total. The main characters of the opera are Ruslan, a Kievan knight (bass); 
Lyudmila, his betrothed (soprano); Finn, a benevolent sorcerer (tenor); and Chernomor, 
an evil dwarf and the antagonist (mute part). The opera opens during the wedding festival 
of Ruslan and Lyudmila which is suddenly interrupted when Chernomor kidnaps 
Lyudmila. After the king promises Lyudmila to whoever saves her, Ruslan and two other 
knights, Farlaf and Ratmir, race off to find her. During this magical fairy tale, Ruslan 
encounters Finn, an old sorcerer that helps him in his journey to save Lyudmila. After 
fighting a giant head, battling Chernomor, and coming back from the dead Ruslan, in the 
end, marries Lyudmila.38 
Current and past scholars place Ruslan and Lyudmila as an exemplar of Russian 
nationalism. Balakirev’s “The New Russian School” whose members are called the 
Kuchka (the mighty five) explicitly drew much of their inspiration from this opera. 
Tchaikovsky wrote “all in Kamarinskaya, just as the whole oak is in the acorn,” referring 
to Glinka’s Fantasia for Orchestra titled Kamarinskaya that became the founding piece of 
inspiration for The Kuchka or the acorn that created the oak tree that is the New Russian 
School.39 Richard Taruskin explained using the previous quote, how Glinka was 
transformed from a great composer that was Russian to the father of Russian nationalism. 
Since then any work by Glinka that could represent Russian nationalism is elevated to 
legendary status. This too is what happened with Ruslan and Lyudmila. Within this claim, 
there is discourse attributing to its nationalistic positioning. Taruskin agrees with 
 
38 Michail Glinka, Ruslan Und Lyudmila: Libretto & Supplement, Study Score 68 
(Munich: Musikproduktion Hoeflich, n.d.). 
39 Richard Taruskin, Defining Russia Musically: Historical and Hermeneutical 
Essays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), 115. 
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Tchaikovsky but still broached Glinka’s precarious role as the Father of Russian Music. 
Russia did not have its own Classical era in music but instead had some composers that 
created music in the western classical tradition, such as Vasily Pashkevich (1742–1797) 
and Alexander Alyabyev (1787–1851) they copied the styles of what was going on in 
Europe and not developing their own movement. This supports that music did exist in 
Russia before Glinka. The music that predated him belonged to three different types: folk 
music, liturgical music, or music that imitated classical styles of other prominent 
European countries.  
Glinka was a cosmopolitan composer that grew his compositional material from 
his worldly experiences. Glinka was born into a landowning family and was privileged 
with a French education and a noble status allowing for travel and consumption.40 This 
has added to the argument, that scholars like Anna Giust have made against Glinka being 
the true Father of Russian Music since his style of composition is worldly. Even if the 
origins’ claim is welcomed the concept of authenticity in his Russian compositions 
becomes debatable. Marina Frolova-Walker has searched and found the Russian elements 
in Ruslan and Lyudmila despite challenging past ideas on authenticity.41 Still, the opera’s 
role in the construction of the Russian National school and the authenticity of its 
“Russianness” is obscured. I believe one of the reasons is because of the focus on 
Russianness and its perception as nationalist work instead of a focus on romanticism and 
its transition to a Russian Music school of romanticism. The argument of authenticity is 
close to the argument about nationalism in the sense that only an art that is representative 
 
40 Glinka, Memoris. 
41 Frolova-Walker, Russian Music and Nationalism: From Glinka to Stalin. 
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of a nation can be authentic to that nation. If there was no national school what would the 
opera be authentic to; perhaps Romanticism or operas? 
The inspiration for the opera came from the Pushkin story Ruslan and Lyudmila. 
This particular story does complicate the idea of authenticity. Choosing a Russian piece 
of literature that focuses on folklore is a nationalistic trait. Pushkin and Ruslan and 
Lyudmila have an interesting relationship with what can be perceived as nationalism. 
Narodnost’, roughly means to evoke pride in cultural heritage and founding myths of 
Russia, was used to describe works of Pushkin.42 It proved important in the advancement 
of Russian national works of literature. Michael Wachtel points out that Ruslan and 
Lyudmila appear to guide us towards Russian folklore but based on the motifs and 
structure it is heavily influenced by French and Italian poetry making it hardly unique to 
Russia.43 Pushkin, like Glinka, was the model for preceding Russian artists in forming a 
national unity but both considered themselves cosmopolitan in their artistry.  
I use three different concepts shadows, dreams and the night to construct this re-
interpretation of Ruslan and Lyudmila. The first is the Jungian model drawn from Marie-
Louise von Franz’s work in Shadow and Evil in Fairy Tales. In her work, Franz takes 
Jungian Archetypes and applies them to characters in popular fairy tales. More 
specifically she talks about devices used in the stories. In this opera, her concept of the 
shadow is well represented.  Jung’s definition of the shadow is “the personification of 
 
42 Katya Hokanson, “Literary Imperialism, Narodnost’ and Pushkin’s Invention of 
the Caucasus,” The Russian Review 53, no. 3 (1994): 338. 
43 Michael Wachtel, “Pushkin’s Long Poems and the Epic Impulse,” in The 
Cambridge Companion to Pushkin, ed. Andrew Kahn, Cambridge companions to 
literature (Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 76. 
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certain aspects of the unconscious personality.”44  Franz takes Jung’s theory further by 
saying “the shadow is simply a ‘mythological’ name for all that within me about which I 
cannot directly know… different aspect… appear in the dreams a personification of the 
unconscious.”45 The second concept of dreams was created by William Everett and is 
from his article “Chernomor, the Astrologer, and Associates” where he takes Franz’s 
model and applies it to the two Russian operas Ruslan and Lyudmila and The Golden 
Cockerel.46 Everett combines the theories of shadows and ego from Franz’s work to 
display the Jungian archetypes in the operas. I take both of these observations and 
actively reinterpret the whole work as a dream which allows the work to reevaluated 
giving a new observation on the hidden meanings that the opera holds. I believe the 
psychological analysis used can give a better idea of the philosophical processes involved 
in some of the concepts of the opera. The final concept, shadow, is within the formulating 
stages of German romanticism. Franz’s evaluation of fairy tales offers a new perspective 
and theories that can be used within this period. Shadows or darkness displaying self-
reflection and the concept of deep inner thought are all ideas that are manifested in early 
German romanticism. Under the model of Marie-Louise von Franz which is demonstrated 
by William Everett, the presence of romanticism not only can be seen but also explained 
within Ruslan and Lyudmila. 
 
44 Marie-Luise von Franz, Shadow and Evil in Fairy Tales, Rev. ed. (Boston: 
Shambhala, 1995), 3. 
45 Ibid., 3–4. 
46 William A. Everett, “Chernomor the Astrologer, and Associates Aspects of 
Shadow and Evil in Ruslan and Lyudmila and The Golden Cockerel,” The Opera 
Quarterly 12, no. 2 (January 1, 1995): 23–34. 
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Without challenging conventional observations, this study seeks to complicate the 
assumption of Russian nationalism highlighting aspects that show equally strong and 
direct influences from German romanticism. To be clearer the study uses the philosophies 
of “Novalis,” Friedrich Schlegel, and E.T.A. Hoffman. Novalis was a pinnacle 
contributor to the existence of German Romanticism. Two ideas that make up the core 
fundamental aesthetic of Romanticism are the dream and reverence for the night both of 
which were conceptualized by Novalis.  In Hymn to the Night (1800), Novalis challenges 
the Enlightened view of “Night” being shrouded in evil and lies but instead champions 
the idea that in “Night” earthly truths are reviled.47 Without his Romantic theories on 
these concepts, the night would be just a fixation in time and not a realm where truths are 
reviled. Novalis’ theory on dreams allows them to blend seamlessly into our lives 
infusing with cerebral messages into the most crucial moments that may or may not have 
even happened. Miscellaneous Observation (1798) is an organization of thoughts Novalis 
had on various topics. It is also where he formulated his theories on the dream and what 
new role it takes in Romanticism.  More examples used to solidify Novalis’ theories are 
taken from Notes for a Romantic Encylopaedia (1798/99) and Logological Fragments I 
(1798).  
 
 
 
 
47 Novalis, Philosophical Writings, trans. Margaret Mahony Stoljar (Albany, N.Y: 
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Table 2.1- German Philosophers and their impact on Ruslan and Lyudmila 
 
 
Fredrich Schlegel’s theories are central because they privileged music in the 
hierarchy of the arts. Schlegel suggested early the idea that “song” or music is as central 
as written literature.48  As Mirko Hall points out Schlegel emphasized: “an imperative to 
seek out [romanticizing] qualities in music.”49   Friedrich Schlegel was fundamental in 
theorizing that fragmentation or a fragment can be a compositional tool in artistry 
championing the authenticity of fragmentation and disharmony.50 Athenaeum Fragments 
(1798-1800) positions fragmentation as a means of reflection. The fragmented nature of 
 
48 Friedrich von Schlegel et al., Kritische Friedrich-Schlegel-Ausgabe, vol. 2 
(München : Zürich: F. Schöningh ; Thomas-Verlag, 1958), 336. 
49 Mirko M. Hall, “Friedrich Schlegel’s Romanticization of Music,” Eighteenth-
Century Studies 42, no. 3 (2009): 414. 
50 Schlegel et al., Kritische Friedrich-Schlegel-Ausgabe, 2:342. 
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the opera will be presented later in the chapter but Schlegel’s thoughts place 
fragmentation not as a shortcoming on Glinka’s part compositionally but instead a 
Romantic tool used to construct the opera. There is much evidence supporting the idea 
that Glinka was well-rehearsed in German Romantic literature. Glinka was a 
cosmopolitan and due to illness and his financial position in life he traveled outside of 
Russia often. This shaped his view on the world and his style of composition. In his 
Memoirs, Glinka confessed to reading Schiller for pleasure.51 Glinka does not share much 
about his leisure time in his memoirs so this statement bears some significance. Schiller 
is not Schlegel but they are contemporaries in Romantic thought. Glinka also spent six 
months in Berlin learning counterpoint under the tutelage of Siegfried Dehn affirming his 
knowledge of German ascetics. Considering the collective studies of Novalis and 
Schlegel to Schiller’s work it would not be surprising to know that Glinka had informed 
knowledge of German Romanticism. Taruskin’s essay “Non-nationalists, and other 
nationalists” brings up many examples of Glinka as a worldly composer but Stasov along 
with many years of supporting propaganda built a narrative that places Glinka as the 
leader of the Nationalists.  
E.T.A. Hoffman also championed music as a more Romantic art form than 
previous Romantics. His ability to directly relate Romantic ideas in the literature to 
musical examples helped advance the development of Romanticism in music in the early 
1800s. He was a fierce supporter of opera and empowered opera as a multi-medium 
genre, or: “musico-dramatic” qualities.52 Hoffman describes opera as needing to have a 
 
51 Glinka, Memoris, 84. 
52 E. T. A. Hoffmann, E. T. A. Hoffmann’s Musical Writings: Kreisleriana, The 
Poet and the Composer, Music Criticism, ed. David Charlton, trans. Martyn Clarke, 1st 
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deep philosophical meaning more than just virtuoso singing. He promoted the unity of 
arts that combined stage sets, costumes, song, meaning and drama to submerge the 
audience in the opera. Music was meant to be the driving factor of drama in opera which 
meant that its status needed to be elevated beyond beautiful melodies to have an intrinsic 
meaning that can be felt throughout the audience. A review of Christoph Gluck’s (1714-
1787) opera Iphigénie en Aulide (1810) along with the semi-fictional musical writing 
called The Poet and the Composer (1813) is where Hoffman formulated his idea musico-
drama. There are four aspects to musico-drama: elevation of subject matter, refusal of 
superficially attractive solos, penetration of the inner drama, and true musical drama.53 
These aspects again can be applied to Ruslan and Lyudmila showing the opera 
emphasizing German Romantic ideas. By detailing the debt this opera owes to these three 
writers this chapter seeks to broaden our understanding of Ruslan and Lyudmila to 
consider it not just a Russian work but also more richly romantic then previously 
suggested. It aims to position Ruslan and Lyudmila as an opera with qualities that 
represent both Russian Nationalism and German Romantic ideas.  
Historically there were many issues that the opera faced before and once it 
premiered in 1842. Two problematic areas of the opera that I try to explain with German 
romanticism are the fragmented nature of the opera and the lack of cohesive narrative. 
Nestor Kukolnik, a contemporary of Glinka, criticizes Ruslan and Lyudmila for its 
 
publ, Cambridge Readings in the Literature of Music (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. 
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fragmented nature stating the ‘‘incoherence and fragmentariness of the separate scenes 
[of the opera] bothered everybody.”54 It has a richly diverse array of music but that 
further agitates the fragmented nature of the opera that can cause more confusion.55 My 
interpretation will not explain or solve all the issues of the opera including the slow pace, 
mixed reviews, and sloppy premier. In fact, the reception of the opera has been attributed 
to Glinka’s’ many edits to meet deadlines, and there is a total of six Librettist including 
the composer.56 I suggest that when you examine the opera from the perspective of 
German romanticism, the opera becomes more coherent.  
Interpreting the opera as a dream experienced by Ruslan, we can see more clearly 
aspects of German Romanticism. Instead of disregarding or looking down on the issues 
that are in the opera, I propose that under the lens of German romanticism these issues 
become Glinka expressing his knowledge of romanticism. This analysis seeks to 
recontextualize Ruslan and Lyudmila that emphasizes the influence of German thought 
and philosophy on Glinka. This is not to say that the opera was or was not a work of 
Russian nationalism but to suggest or illustrate the strong presence of German 
Romanticism. 
 
54 Boris Gasparov, “Farewell to the Enchanted Garden: Pushkin, Glinka’s Ruslan 
and Ludmila, and Nicholas’s Russia,” in Five Operas and a Symphony, Word and Music 
in Russian Culture (Yale University Press, 2005), 28, 
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55 Gasparov, 30. 
56 “Ruslan and Lyudmila,” Program, San Francisco Opera Assn. (San Francisco: 
War Memorial Opera House, 1995), 3. Inna Naroditskaya, “Ruslan and Liudmila The 
Princess, the Witch, and the Dwarf,” in Bewitching Russian Opera: The Tsarina from 
State to Stage (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 160. 
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Overall, the opera was a success in Russia, but the opera had many conflicting 
reviews associated with it. The first being the fragmented appearance of the opera, scenes 
seem to be strung together hazardously without any regard for the story. A review from 
the journal Repertuar i panteon, vol. 24 from December 17th, 1842 said about the libretto 
“Scenes which are pointless and inconsistent, senseless verse alongside Pushkin’s 
resonant lines, absence of dramatic action, disregard for all dramatic and operatic 
effects.”57 Many audiences also believed that the opera was incoherent, causing the plot 
to not make sense linearly with the scenes. The third problem was with the narrative, 
which was considered to be poorly written whereas the staging and the music were 
considered riveting. The combination of audiences not being familiar with this style of 
opera created an atmosphere for disappointment. Russian citizens during this time were 
largely accustomed to operas imported from Italy and France. After reading the 
philosophical theorist and relevant text that could be applied to Ruslan and Lyudmila a 
new perspective starts to give clarity to the problematic areas of the fragmented structure 
and non-cohesive narrative.   
The fragmented state of the opera undertakes new meaning when you apply the 
teaching of Friedrich Schlegel. Schlegel58 also came up with the idea that a fragment 
could take on multiple meanings and be used as a means of composition. If interpreted 
formal structure as a traditional or classical means of composition, then fragmentation, or 
lacking form, expresses Romantic qualities according to Schlegel’s theories. Fragments 
can be used to “postpone meaning into the infinite future” or as a means of critical 
 
57 Orlova, Glinka’s Life in Music, 364. 
58 Novalis, Philosophical Writings, 2. 
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reflection.59 Once we do this we can create “new centers of reflection.”60 Through this 
new reflection, we can create a unified idea in a seemingly fragmented work. Bringing 
cohesion to a once noncoherent work. Once the work is presented as a whole an 
“aesthetic ideology” where the sound[music] creates a social cohesion that uses cultural 
ideas but also challenging the listening of the audience can be applied.61 In other words 
with this analysis of fragmentation in the opera, it can create a sound that is unique to a 
people or culture. Schlegel gives this Romantic trait a name. Witz or wit is “the capacity 
to create random correspondences which suggest a unity of totally diverse phenomena, 
and thus of the whole world, in the manner of a myth.”62 First used to define the 
seemingly complicated process for the scientific method Schlegel applied that to music as 
well. To some degree, Schlegel’s concepts help put into context Glinka’s fragmented 
structure, and reposition the structure of the opera not as an accident or as incomplete but 
as intentional. Could Glinka under the influence of German theories have been 
privileging disruption and fragmentation by creating the various tableaux in the opera?  
The dream sequence as an element has been used as a Romantic device in 
literature as well as opera. Ruslan and Lyudmila begins and ends with an extravagant 
wedding feast. This promises a prosperous future while representing stability and 
community for the young couple.63  This opening fest is brought visually to a halt with a 
 
59 Mirko M. Hall, “Friedrich Schlegel’s Romanticization of Music,” Eighteenth-
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“lights out” moment. There is some variation between the few productions of the opera 
but the libretto describes,  
A loud and lengthy clap of thunder. The stage is in total darkness. Two monsters 
appear and carry off Lyumdila; the thunder gradually recedes. All present are 
stuck motionless.64  
 
Abruptly Lyudmila is taken off stage. At this moment in the opera, I suggest that we can 
interpret the start of a dream sequence had by Ruslan. The rest of the opera is then 
representing a dream of Ruslan’s exploits and how he saved his betrothed from the evil 
wizard Chernomor. Much of the “drama” is “a dream” that is being narrated by Ruslan’s 
inner self. This idea is based on William Everett’s essay “Chernomor, the Astrologer, and 
Associates- Aspects of Shadow and Evil in Ruslan and Lyudmila and The Golden 
Cockerel.” In his essay, Everett explores the theory of subconscious personalities by 
Swiss Jungian psychologist Marie-Louis von Franz.65 Using her psychological 
interpretation of the characters, Everett lists the different characters of the opera as 
reflections of Ruslan’s inner conflicts. Where I change the interpretation is that the 
shadows are instead the darkness. Franz theorizes that this darkness comes from a dream 
that is within the context of Novalis’ philosophy. Novalis states “A fairy tale is really a 
dream picture—devoid of all coherence—An ensemble of wondrous things and 
happenings—a musical fantasy for instance—the harmonious effects of an Aeolian 
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harp—Nature herself.”66 Novalis goes  one step further by stating that “a dream is often 
significant and prophetic because it is a natural effect of the soul.”67  Novalis privileged 
dreams and emphasizes their importance in revealing truths.  
The significance of the dream is Ruslan coming to terms with his inner self and 
effectually growing up by overcoming the trials he faces. Except for Lyudmila, every 
character that Ruslan faces is a representation or opposite of himself.68 Everett’s list of 
characters and their counter to Ruslan are as follows: Chernomor is the evilest of all the 
characters and is the kidnapper of Lyudmila. While having her captive, Chernomor tries 
to seduce her with grandeur and riches. Naina, the evil enchantress, is less evil than 
Chernomor but has a history with Finn that represents the evils of unrequited or 
unreciprocated love.69 Farlaf is opposite of Ruslan representing dishonesty and 
selfishness while Ratmir represents the misguided search of lust over love. Ratmir does 
change his way with the help of Finn to realize true love was right in front of him the 
whole time. Two of the characters do have qualities of goodness. Finn is hope when 
Ruslan is hopeless, and the Head shows us that evil eventually destroys itself. Ruslan 
himself is the embodiment of devotion to Lyudmila, faithfulness, honesty, and integrity 
but also hopelessness in the face of his inner struggles.70    
 
66 Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, trans. 
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The concept of Night also plays an important part in the construction of the 
dream. During the dream, Ruslan receives help from two characters: Finn and The Head. 
Nighttime is observed as the common location for the “Deus ex machina” events that 
happen. Finn explains what happened to Lyudmila, and where to find her during the night 
in the safety of his cave. At night in the forest, Ratmir is given a magical ring that will 
awake Lyudmila from her sleep. After the battle with the Head Ruslan is allowed to 
recover the only sword that can defeat Chernomor which is perceived to take place during 
the night. In the libretto there are four stage cues for light: lights out when Lyudmila is 
taken, a dark mist with the Head, at the beginning of Act V, and lights up when Lyudmila 
awakens. There are also four song lines to show that it is currently dark or was previously 
darkness: at the beginning of Act III, during Ratmir’ s Aria, twice by Ratmir in Act V. 
Without specific instructions the majority of the opera is staged in darkness and gloom 
except for scenes where Lyudmila is awake.  Figure 2.3 on the next page illustrates the 
events that take place at night. Note Act IV where Lyudmila is in 
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Figure 2.1 Displaying the dream sequence in night time.
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Chernomor’s Garden is into the light. These “Deus ex machina” devices are problematic 
as they are a hasty fix to narrative issues, but not if one views it from the perspective of 
German Romanticism. In Novalis’s poem Hymns to the night, Night is said it reveals 
more truths than the day he writes:  
The eyes of the Night are countless hosts of glittering orbs, a glory far exceeding 
that of Day. They see far beyond the most distant of those countless hosts; they 
need no light to perceive the unfathomable depth of that loving Spirit who fills 
boundless space with happiness.… Night has aroused me to life and manhood. 
Consume my earthly frame, draw me into deeper and closer union, and may our 
bridal night endure forever.71  
 
The emphasis on Night is essential because it helps us conceive the actions that 
are unfolding as “dreamlike” occurrence. Ruslan’s search for love is guided by what the 
night reveals. Novalis theorized “Evil and good are absolute poetical concepts. Evil is a 
necessary illusion- to strengthen and develop the good […] These illusions can only be 
explained through magic of the imagination. A dream instructs us, like in that remarkable 
fairy tale.”72 Thus, symbolizing that within this dream-like state the night reveals the true 
answers. The dream gives way to the illusions of Good and Evil in our hero. The ability 
to overcome the obstacles in his imagination gives power to join Ruslan with his love 
Lyudmila. The unusual emphasis Glinka puts on Night and this Good vs Evil dynamic 
positions the opera as a dream influenced by German Romanticism and is better 
understood as an expression of Ruslan’s inner conflicts than just mere storytelling. 
 
71 Novalis, Novalis: His Life, Thoughts, and Works, ed. and trans. M.J. Hope 
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Figure 2.2 Ruslan’s inner Good vs Evil 
Even with the fragmented structure of the opera being considered problematic 
which attributed to the slow pace of the on-stage drama, there are still positive aspects of 
the opera in reviews. The costumes, set design, and music are aspects that were viewed 
positively after the premiere of the opera. E.T.A Hoffman in his essays on Gluck created 
an idea of what he called musico-drama par excellence. There are four elements to 
Hoffman’s theory of musico-drama par excellence: elevation of subject matter, refusal of 
superficially attractive solos, penetration of the inner drama, and true musical drama. 73 
Applying the dream interpretation, the subject matter changes from fairy tales to inward 
reflection which elevates the subject matter to a personal level with audiences. Lyudmila 
is the only character that comes close to having a “superficial” solo with the other singing 
being declamatory.  She propels story elements with ornamentations but nothing that 
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would take away from the plot. Solely as a fairy tale, the opera becomes longwinded and 
stale, but the added Romantic interpretation gives life and meaning to the opera. 
Hoffman’s final point of “true musical drama” often appears in conjunction with the 
visual appeal of the opera. The first performances had mixed reviews but after some time 
and revisions, audiences began to appreciate the opera for its visual and aural pleasures.74  
The redeeming quality of the set design is said to be a saving quality.75 E.T.A. Hoffman 
suggests that set design and the grandeur of the opera helped to support the drama  by 
claiming “Scenery and stage effects should unobtrusively blend with the drama so that 
the total effect will transport the spectator … to the fantastical land of poetry.”76  The 
execution of the sets was not convincing in the premier to Glinka but the intent was, he 
counted on “the magnificent and enchanting sets that could have seized the attention of 
the audience.” 77  The set designer Andreas Roller (1805-1891) presented Chernomor’s 
castle and gardens in dazzling splendor. Boris Asafyev said that “the music may be 
glorious but it is ideologically incomprehensible how it is brought together”78 once again 
stating that the music was not the issue but the ability to find continuity and meaning in 
the work. Later performances do live up to Glinka’s original idea. The San Francisco 
Opera premiered Ruslan and Lyudmila in 1995 with 450 costumes, 98 chorus members. 
It was “delightfully visualize such “miraculous sights” as a flying “evil dwarf” and giant 
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decapitated singing head.”79 The idea of the set supporting the music which supports the 
drama creates a comprehensible opera. 
 Ruslan and Lyudmila will always be considered a traditional Russian opera being 
an important work of Glinka’s. The new interpretation highlighting German romanticism 
displays ideas that are likely to have come from Glinka’s cosmopolitan lifestyle. Further 
showing how Russia is more intertwined with pan-European romanticism
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CHAPTER 3 
CASE STUDY TWO: MYSTIC CHORUS 
César Cui is one of the five members of the Russian nationalist group known as 
the Kuchka (The Might Five). Other members are Mily Balakirev (1837-1910), 
Alexander Borodin (1833-1887), Modest Mussorgsky (1839-1881), and Nikolai Rimsky-
Korsakov (1844-1908). Out of these composers, Cui is considered a minor composer 
despite having a compositional output that rivals the combined total of all other members 
of the Kuchka. Cui composed 14 operas, four of which are for young people, 250 
romances, as well as instrumental and choral works. 80 In this chapter, I will examine one 
of Cui’s choral works, Mystic Chorus, Opus 6 (1871), not as a work of Russian 
nationalism, but instead as a work that shows strong influences of mysticism. This 
chapter will explore relative research about Cui, the Mystic Chorus, Dante Alighieri’s 
(c.1265-1321) Divina Commedia, and mysticism.  
Cui was born in 1835 in Vilnius, Lithuania then part of the Russian Empire, to his 
Lithuanian mother and French father who was a member of Napoleon’s Grande Aremée. 
Cui’s father received a wound that did not allow him to retreat.81 Cui grew up taking 
 
80 Olkhovsky, Vladimir Stasov and Russian National Culture, 68. 
81 Victor Seroff, The Mighty Five: The Cradle of Russian National Music 
(Freeport, N.Y: Books for Libraries Press, 1970), 27. 
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piano lessons and having a general love for music, but once he was old enough, he 
followed his father and brother’s footsteps into military service by attending Saint 
Petersburg’s Chief Engineering School.82 After graduating Cui received his rank of 
lieutenant and title of Army engineer which allowed him to live alone and devote more 
time to music. During this period is when he befriended Mily Balakirev and the two 
became the founding members of the Kuchka with Balakirev as their leader. In his 
dissertation “Story, Style, and Structure in the Operas of César Cui,” Lyle Neff explores 
six operas from Cui and positions him as a more prominent member of Russian 
composition than previously thought.83 Besides this dissertation, Cui is discussed with his 
contemporaries and is often the subject of footnotes and passing remarks. The only book 
entirely dedicated to César Cui is Цезарь Антонович Кюи (César Antonovich Cui) by A. 
F. Nazarov which is in Russian. 84 One aspect of Cui’s career that is different amongst 
the other members of the Kuchka is that he was a fierce and prolific writer.  No other 
critics in Russia had been as widely published as Cui and his writing benefited the rise of 
the Kuchka.85 He also wrote books on Russian music, one being La musique en Russie 
where Cui holds works of his contemporaries in high praise.86 
Mystic Chorus is a relatively unknown work. So far, I have only found two 
mentions of the work in English, three if you count an advertisement by The Boston 
 
82 Ibid., 28. 
83 Lyle Neff, “Story, Style, and Structure in the Operas of César Cui” (Ph.D 
dissertation, Indiana University, 2002). 
84 A. F. Nazarov, Цезарь Антонович Кюи[César Antonovich Cui], Russkie i 
sovetskie kompozitory (Moscow: Muzyka, 1989). 
85 Olkhovsky, Vladimir Stasov and Russian National Culture, 67. 
86 Cesar Cui, Cesar Cui: Esquisse Critique, trans. Louise Mercy-Argenteau 
(Paris: Librairie Fischbarcher, 1888). 
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Music Company trying to sell the sheet music in the early 1900s. And as far as my 
research can tell there has been no recording of the work to date. The most recent 
scholarly work that has the reference to the Mystic Chorus is a Master’s Thesis entitled 
“The Choral Hierarchy Examined: The Presence of Repertoire for Women’s Choirs in 
Monographs on Choral Literature and Choral History” by Lauren Estes.87 There is no 
discussion of the piece on this thesis but rather the thesis contains an index of choral 
works for women that list the work. In Dante and Music, Maria Ann Rolglieri has 
attempted to create a near complete list of works that are musical adaptations or 
inspirations of the Commedia but no mention of the Mystic Chorus was discovered in her 
research.88 There is research on the Mystic Chorus by Russian scholars but as previously 
stated these have been omitted from the study expect for a section from Lavrikova’s “The 
‘Unknown’ C.A. Cui.”89 
The title page of the piece has the line Ad Textum Ex Divini Dantis, 
“PURGATORIO” Depromptum which means the text has been taken from the divine text 
of Dante’s Purgatory. Vladimir Stasov (1824–1906) was the librettist for the work and 
has the piece dedicated to him. 90 This being an orginal work in Latin is a large step away 
from Russian tradition. The relationship between Russia and Latin is far. This is 
 
87 Lauren Estes, “The Choral Hierarchy Examined: The Presence of Repertoire for 
Women’s Choirs in Monographs on Choral Literature and Choral History” (MM. thesis, 
Syracuse University, 2013), https://surface.syr.edu/thesis/14. 
88 Maria Ann Roglieri, Dante and Music: Musical Adaptations of the Commedia 
from the Sixteenth Century to the Present (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2001). 
89 Iuliia Lavrikova, “The ‘Unknown’ Cesar Cui: Sacral Themes in the Choral 
Works of the Composer,” St.Tikhons’ University Review. Series V. Christian Art 23, no. 3 
(September 30, 2016): 159–164. I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Alexander 
Ogden for providing me the translation and awareness to this passage from the article. 
90 Cesar Cui, Chorus Mysticus (St. Petersburg, Russian: V. Bessel and Co., 1875). 
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especially unique because Stasov, being a driver of Russian nationalism, writes the words 
which places him in a situation where he is helping to create a work that is overtly not 
Russian. Lavrikova uncovered that Stasov wanted this piece to be created by stating “the 
famous V. V. Stasov, who had been pushing the composer to create this work. According 
to Yu. Keldysh, ‘the thought of “musicalizing” Dante appears in Russia with the very 
young Vladimir Stasov, who shared a plan with his friend A. N. Serov for creating an 
oratorio based on the “Divine Comedy.” This plan remained unfulfilled. As is known, 
Stasov’s dreams of becoming an active composer were not destined to be realized.”’91 All 
of these situations create evidence that Purgatorio, the second part of Dante’s Divina 
Commedia, is the inspiration for the text in the Cui’s Mystic Chorus. This particular 
selection raises several questions. Why did Cui choose Dante’s Divina Commedia and 
how did it end up in the repertoire of a Russian nationalistic group? Could this be part of 
the early tradition of mysticism in Russia? How is mysticism a part of Romanticism and 
how does this piece reflect that? 
The Divina Commedia was completed circa 1313 and is one of the most widely 
recognizable pieces of literature from the Middle Ages.92  The work is presented in three 
parts, Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso, describing Dante’s spiritual journey through 
Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven.  In the second part of Divina Commedia, Purgatorio 
requires further scrutiny for the purposes of this study.  In Dante’s design, the Purgatory 
 
91 Lavrikova, “The "Unknown" Cesar Cui,” 160. 
92 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, trans. Allen Mandelbaum and Peter 
Armour, Everyman’s library 183 (New York s.l: Distributed by Random House, 1995), 
19. 
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region is a place of transition. It is for those that have died repentant for the sins they 
committed. Roglieri explains its purpose and relation to music brilliantly by saying,  
Here their souls are punished, cleansed and prepared for eternal life. While the 
tortures of Hell are strictly punitive, those of Purgatory are redemptive and 
corrective. The souls in Purgatory suffer, but they, unlike the damned souls, do 
not resent their punishment; rather, they welcome it as a means to an end. For this 
reason, as they move through the terraces of the mountain, they sing and pray. 
(emphasis by the author)93  
The souls travel from the lower island-mountain area of Purgatory towards the top which 
is an earthly Paradise. The mountain consists of nine areas an ‘Ante-Purgatory’, seven 
levels that correspond with the seven capital sins and the earthly Paradise. 
 
   Figure 3.1- adaptation of Mt. Purgatory 
More than half a millennium later early romantics revered Dante’s work. This fact 
helps answer how did Dante’s Divina Commedia could have become the inspiration of 
anything in Russia during the mid-1800s. All members of the Kuchka were part of the 
social middle class in Russia, and as many others in the middle class across Europe, 
consumed poetry from major artists in Germany, Italy, France, England, and their home 
country of Russia. The Jena romantics (1798-1804), Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853), August 
 
93 Roglieri, Dante and Music, 20. 
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(1767-1845) and Fredrich von Schlegel, Novalis, and Friedrich Schelling (1775-1854), 
are philosophers that the members of the Russian middle class would know. One example 
of this is from a sketch of a cantata by Borodin called the Libretto of Igor. In this cantata 
Borodin directly quotes a line from Schiller’s Das Sigesfest; ‘Let the dead [man] sleep 
peacefully in his tomb, Whilst the living revels in life.’94  
The Kuchka’s reverence for Franz Liszt (1811-1886) is another reason source for 
inspiration. Liszt composed his Eine Symphonie zu Dante’s Divina Commedia or also 
known as the Dante Symphony in 1863. Dante found its way to influence the German 
composers through Johann Goethe’s (1749–1832) work, especially Italian Journey 
(1787) and Faust (1808). The combination of these work sparked a surge of compositions 
based on Faust by Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner and Liszt.95 The Kuchka, like many 
composer of the time, consumed music from all around Europe. Again, this demonstrates 
the influence of German romantics on Russian composers. During the foundation years 
around 1856 of the Kuchka, their relationship with Liszt was close to undesirable. 
Around the late 1860s, their attitude toward Liszt started to change. Partly because of the 
views Liszt had towards them and the work they were doing for Russian music. About 
the Russians, Liszt once said “No! You Russians are indispensable to us! Without you I 
am powerless. You have a quick and vital spring within you; the future belongs to you,” 
in a letter to Borodin complementing his work with the rest of the Kuchka.96 His 
influences start to show in the works of Rimsky-Korsakov and Mussorgsky, sometimes 
 
94 Serge Dianin, Borodin, trans. Robert Lord (London: Oxford University Press, 
1963), 331. 
95 Roglieri, Dante and Music. 
96 Olkhovsky, Vladimir Stasov and Russian National Culture, 114. 
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as direct quotes. Rimsky- Korsakov admired “Offertorium” and “Magnificat” which are 
both parts of the Purgatory movement of Liszt’s Dante Symphony.97 Additionally, Cui the 
“Magnifcat” section that Rimsky-Korsakov admired is also the choral part of the piece 
which is a direct relationship to the choral setting of the Mystic Chorus. I believe this is 
how and why Cui decided to use Purgatory as his inspiration.  
Mysticism is a difficult word to define. As Ivan Moody states “mysticism is one 
of those concepts likely to arouse only the most vaguely defined of ideas in most 
people.”98  We do not want to confuse mysticism with liturgical works, relating to the 
church, or works that follow scholasticism. Instead, we want to evaluate it as an 
expression of romanticism. For the purposes of this document, I define mysticism in 
music as an attempt to represent liturgical events or spiritual sensations in music. Moody 
goes on to explain that the problems with religious mysticism is its gravitation towards 
the word “spiritual,” the confusion between sacred and romantic. He believes that music 
can be a medium for religious mysticism. Mysticism is displayed via structural 
symbolism that appears as part of the music. Moody says, “one way of reconciling 
mysticism with more ‘concrete’ music factors is through symbolism” Moddy elaborates 
further by stating  
Symbols are a way of mediating between the composer’s interior world and the 
public to which his music will be exposed, and they are a way of imposing some 
order upon something (mysticism) which it is extraordinarily difficult to come to 
terms within music (because it is so imprecise), and correspondingly difficult to 
present. Nevertheless, I have tried to put forward some of the connections which, 
 
97 Abraham, On Russian Music, 88. 
98 Ivan Moody, “The Mind and the Heart: Mysticism and Music in the Experience 
of Contemporary Eastern Orthodox Composers,” Contemporary Music Review 14, no. 3–
4 (January 1996): 68. 
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as an Orthodox Christian, I see between my understanding of mysticism and my 
understanding of music.99 
Lavrikova also discovered the interesting aspects of the music stating that  
At the heart of the work lies the “principle of trinity,” which Cui adopts from the 
great Dante’s “Divine Comedy” and transfers to his own composition.  The 
“principle of trinity” is woven into almost all components of the musical 
language, including decisions about the musical texture. An interesting example is 
the interaction of choir and orchestra when Cui fractures the textural space of the 
orchestra part into two registers, lower and upper, and inserts the choral part 
between them, sounding in the middle register. As a result, the choir, “tacking” 
between two extremes (“paradise” and “hell”), finds itself in the central link— 
“purgatory”. 100 
 
Lavrikova did not suggest symbolism or mysticism but rather a “mastery of original 
creative ideas.”101 Following Moody’s model, I will present the symbols and their 
musical counterparts’ side by side, first introducing a symbol followed by its musical 
equivalent.  
At first glance, the structure of the piece can be difficult to follow perhaps by 
design. When looking for symbols that attribute themselves to Christian mysticism, the 
piece begins to show new life. For the Mystic Chorus, the analytical ideas that we are 
using as symbols are: 1) The Holy Trinity represented with the number three; 2) 
Purgatory represented as a transitional state of being, and 3) representation of trance-like 
state of mind in performance. These are some of the clearest, easily perceivable elements 
represented in the work.  
 
99 Ibid., 78–79. 
100 Lavrikova, “The «Unknown» Cesar Cui,” 160. 
101 Ibid. 
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The Holy Trinity can be represented using the number three or ideas pertaining to 
the number three. The Mystic Chorus is filled with this representation on the spectrum of 
obvious to obscure, and that is the order in which I will present. The piece is in the time 
Musical Example 3.1 Beginning two measures of Mystic Chorus 
signature of ¾ and is set for three vocal lines: Soprano 1, Soprano 2, and Alto.  These 
examples are relatively obvious but the idea of the number three is more deeply 
embedded in the music than these first two examples. The overall structure of the piece 
can be described as a ternary or three-part form. There is A section, a developmental 
middle section or B section, and the final section that can be expressed as A’. There is an 
internal grouping of three within each A section of the larger ternary form. Figure 3.2 
shows the different levels of ternary form represented in the chorus. 
Figure 3.2 Ternary form 
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Harmonically there is a unique relation to the tri-tone that I believe is the truest 
example of the Holy Trinity. Louise de Mercy-Argenteau in Esquisse Critique states  
Mystic Chrous, op.6 for women’s voices, on the text from Dante’s Purgatory. 
Caesar Cui wanted to make this chorus an important work, and indeed it is full of 
great beauties. It is written in the ancient modes Dorian and Hypodorian, which 
communicates to him a character that is severe and original. A beautiful 
polyphony, sober colors but full of colors! It is of great intensity of feeling and of 
great depth of thought. Regrettably, there is a bit of research and exaggeration in 
the work counterpoint. So, in the big rising range and descendant whose author 
obviously wanted to preserve the effect, the voices are subject to this range and 
they lose their independence.102  
Mercy-Argenteau’s depiction of Cui’s composition helps to find analytical aspects that 
illustrate his symbolic goal of divine transformation.  
As mentioned earlier, Mercy-Argenteau states that he used the Dorian and 
Hypodorian modes to construct this chorus. After looking at the chordal progressions, it 
seems that he used these modes more as inspiration than actual components.  D Dorian 
consists of seven notes between D to D octave above and Hypodorian from A to A octave 
above. However, after a roman numeral analysis of the work A Aeolian seems a better fit 
for the piece which is A to A.  Throughout the piece, there are many Am and Em 
cadences that are inconsistent with a standard roman numeral analysis. This suggests the 
piece is composes using modal construction, therefore, needing a different approach to its 
harmonic structure.  
Ian Bates has created a method of graphically representing the diatonic 
organization of music that have similar harmonic relationships.103 Bate’s model is useful 
 
102 Cui, Cesar Cui: Esquisse Critique, 90. 
103 Ian Bates, “Vaughan Williams’s Five Variants of ‘Dives and Lazarus’: A 
Study of the Composer’s Approach to Diatonic Organization,” Music Theory Spectrum 
34, no. 1 (2012): 35. 
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when there doesn’t seem to be a coherent plan for the composer’s choice in tonalities. 
Cui’s piece is diatonically in A minor but the counterpoint provided by the voices, and 
later by the accompaniment too, create many moments of harmonic uncertainty. A good 
example of this is the penultimate phrase in the B section. Section B is a short unison 
development section transitions quickly to and from different harmonic centers. The 
progression is E - BO7/F – C – CM - F#7b5/C – BM and in Roman numeral analysis goes 
in the order of V – ivo7/VI – III – iv7b5/III – ii. There is no clear tonal center nor does the 
section modulate to a new key. A nonstandard method needs to be applied.  
Bates uses a method he calls a fixed-domain diatonic relationship which is when 
tonalities have a common value in one of the three diatonic domains: key signature, scale 
type, and tonic.104 The tonal organization of this piece can be, using Bate’s model, 
understood to be in a Fixed-key-signature relationship plotted on a no-sharps-no-flats 
circle of fifths. The first step is to plot the formal harmonic outline of the piece, which is 
shown below in table 3.1. 
Table 3.1- Diatonic motion 
 
 
 
104 Ibid. 
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This concept shows the relationship between the majority of diatonic moves in 
this piece except for one. That is the transition from the tonal centers F-Major to B-Major 
or the tritone from mm.100 though mm.107 in A’ Section. The F-B tritone within the A 
Aeolian scale also represents the VI and II chordal centers respectively. There is the 
supernatural meaning attached to the tritone, and Cui most likely drew that as inspiration 
from Franz Liszt again. In his 1857 composition Dante Symphony, Liszt used the tritone 
in his theme for the “Inferno” movement to depict the devil/hell or sin. Also, the tritone is 
symbolic of the number three or the Holy Trinity. Thereby juxtaposing the idea of the 
Holy Trinity with Liszt's idea of sin or the devil.105 The difference is that Cui uses the 
tritone for large scale harmonic contrast and not as a theme or melody.   After plotting the 
formal outline, we can put the tonalities on a diatonic tonalities relationship grid and a 
Fixed-key-signature relationship plotted on a no-sharps-no-flats circle of fifths to 
visualize how the pitches move and relate to each other. (See Figure 3.3) The circle of 
fifths next to the grids presents the order of harmonic modulations. For section B, as we 
will see in Figure 3.4, we only have the grid because the tonalites move in such a way 
that the circle of fifths cannot represent it.  
What we do see is how the chords within the B section are related. There are three 
types of relations the fixed-scale-type (aeolian) and the fixed-key-signature (0#0b) but the 
last one is not part of Bate’s theory. This is where Cui uses the tritone as a means to move 
between diatonic centers. In Section B, he moves from F#A to BM which are both tritones 
to already established tonalities CI and FL. The progression moves from CI to F#A, a 
 
105 Alan Walker, Franz Liszt, Rev. ed. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987), 
275. 
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tritone, then to BM which makes its way back to FL after reestablishing itself in A Aeolian 
first at the beginning of Section A’. The recapitulation is similar to the exposition as 
regards its diatonic relationships but there is again the tritone moves to BM in the middle. 
Figure 3.5 shows this progression.  Applying Ian Bates’s theory of Diatonic 
Organization106, the chorus’s harmonic structure starts to take shape. The demonstratives 
how Cui uses the tritone as a transitional pivot allowing him to change harmonics based 
on this relationship. The tritone is the catalyst for change or in philosophical terms, only 
with the Holy Trinity can we move from beyond ourselves. 
 
106 Bates, “Vaughan Williams’s Five Variants of ‘Dives and Lazarus,’” 34. 
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Figure 3.3 Modal relationships in Section A’ 
Diatonic tonalities by fixed domain in the A’ Section 
      Sharps 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FL CL GL DL AL EL BL F#L 
CI GI DI AI EI BI F#I C#I 
GM DM AM EM BM F#M C#M G#M 
DD AD ED BD F#D C#D G#D D#D 
AA EA BA F#A C#A G#A D#A A#A 
EP BP F#P C#P G#P D#P A#P E#P 
BLO F#LO C#LO G#LO D#LO A#LO E#LO B#LO 
 
EP->AA->EP->FL->TRI->AA Key-signature-fixed relationship Tritone relationship 
Locrian 
F 
Phrygian 
B 
A 
E 
Aeolian 
Dorian 
No Sharps, no Flats 
D 
C 
G 
Mixolydian 
Ionian 
Lydian 
Tritone/BM 
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          Figure 3.4 Tritone relationships in section B 
 
The idea of transition is an apt one for Dante’s Purgatorio. Purgatory as a 
transitional dwelling for the sinners is also represented in the music structurally. After 
exploring the diatonic organization and the unique use of the tritone, Cui employs a 
handful of compositional elements to create form and to develop the piece. Cui relies 
heavily on 1) imitation, 2) a half-wedge progression and 3) stratification to create tension 
between voices while developing the simple thematic phrase. The various voices of the 
choir enter in imitation. He uses two types of entrances throughout the piece. Below in 
musical example 3.2, on the left, you can see that the first instance of imitation in the 
order of top voice, lowest voice, and last the middle. This pattern is the most used type 
appearing four times in total compared to the one occurrence of the second type. In the 
same figure, the next form of imitation starts with the lowest voice and the entrances 
continue upwards but unlike the other form.  The entrances of the voices throughout the 
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piece rotate between imitative entrances and homophony. This creates a tension between 
phrases. When compared to the homophonic organization the imitation gives the illusion 
of transformation or a transformative state.  This harks back to the role of the singing 
souls which is to transform from their current state of sinfulness to place where they are 
worthy of heaven. 
Musical Example 3.2 Imitation type 1 and 2 
The contour of the melodic line and its relationship with the accompaniment also 
alludes to a transformative state. In the accompaniment, there is a harmonic motion that is 
similar to a half-wedge progression, in which one-line arcs while another line remains 
static. It also creates different experiences. Instead of the vocal line and the 
accompaniment acting together, they act as two independent statements occupying the 
same place in time. You can first observe this effect in section A in measures 27 through 
41 which is shown in musical example 3.3. The top line of the piano ascends to an A6 
and then sharply descends back while the left-hand stays relatively flat. The second large 
example of the wedge-progression is after the climatic B section and is paired with 
stratification in measures 73 through 87. The left hand of the piano takes step-wise 
motion from E2 down to E1 and back up. While this is happening, the right hand can be 
observed at its highest point at G6. These two notes span more than four octaves between 
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themselves. Musical example 3.4 shows both compositional tools being deployed at the 
same time. The transformative experience is related to the upward movement of 
repenting souls. They move up to a new terrace which is exalting but at the same time 
begins a new round of repenting.  
Similarly, Cui used stratification purposefully also as a means of showing the 
transition of souls upward through Purgatory. In his article “Tonal Stratification and 
Uncertainty in Britten’s Music,” Philip Rupprecht defines stratification as “a division of 
tonal activities into recognizably independent textural regions, strata.”107 It is obvious 
that this is what is happening in Cui but why does he use this strategy?  Rupprecht argues 
that stratification causes a dualism between the weighted pitches in their respective strata. 
This dualism constitutes tonal “uncertainty.”108  The uncertainty represents purgatory 
because the souls are wondering purgatory as a form of repent. They do not know where 
it will lead or if they will make it to paradise. Dante, in Purgatorio, witnesses a soul ask 
for directions illustrating their state of uncertainty if they have to repent. An unknown 
voice answers “If you come here but do not need to be prostrate, and you would find the 
path most quickly, then keep your right hand always to the outside.”109 During this event, 
Dante concludes that the souls themselves are uncertain if they have sinned at this level 
because they are forced to prostrate either way. It’s neither heaven or hell. I believe that 
Cui, using stratification, was trying to create uncertainty because of the programmatic 
nature of the chorus calling for it. The effect of raising and falling evoked by the half-
 
107 Philip Rupprecht, “Tonal Stratification and Uncertainty in Britten’s Music,” 
Journal of Music Theory 40, no. 2 (1996): 312. 
108 Ibid., 313. 
109 Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, 305. 
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wedge progressions juxtaposed with the uncertainty of the stratification helps to visualize 
the struggle our chorus goes thought to achieve salvation. In other words, this is a way to 
represent the transformative nature of the journey the Dante observed during his visit to 
Purgatory. 
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Musical Example 3.3: Half Wedge progression  
 
 
 
 
 
Musical Example 3.4: Stratification 
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The text with the Mystic Chorus is very important to its meaning. The text is 
inspired by liturgical practices and scared text alongside Purgatory.  The text in English 
translation is, 
Soprano 1: 
We have been visited with wholesome torments, 
Full of desire are we, 
Realms celestial to look up on; 
God’s perfect glory, Paradise! 
God’s perfect glory, Paradise!  
Here must we purge away All our transgressions! 
Penitentially shedding tears of grief,  
So may the gates of heav’n open wide for us to enter in! 
With wholesome torments are we visited! 
Eagerly yearns my soul for immortal life! 
Earth’s gross desires have paled, 
Passions no more are known to us. 
Will not the day of grace, 
Light everlasting speedily dawn for us sinners for giv’n? 
With wholesome torments are we visited! 
God ever merciful, 
Harken we pray Thee! 
Answer our supplication, heed Thou, 
Heed our supplication! 
With wholesome torments are we visited! 
 
The text itself is sacred in theme but does not come from the Commedia or any other 
sacred text directly. What is said is similar to repenting, asking to be absolved of sin. The 
combination of the text with the obscure delivery represents an attempt of a liturgical 
based performance that lends itself to mysticism. The aural sensation represents the 
singing of the repenting souls as they move up the mountain towards salvation. Creating 
his text is what makes this piece more mystic than scholastic or liturgical.  
In conclusion, mysticism is the driving idea in this composition. After the 
structural symbolic analysis, it is clear that this work by a nationalistic composer does not 
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carry any obvious traits of nationalism but instead expresses romanticism through 
mysticism. While mysticism in Russia is usually attributed to decadence this work uses 
religion as its vehicle for the application of mysticism. This is another example of Cui 
being another important predecessor to Russian mysticism that is often attributed to the 
works of Rimsky-Korsakov or Scriabin.  
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSION 
 
The roots of modern nationalism and Romanticism are closely intertwined. The 
Romantic dramatist found in national history, legend, and myth a fertile source of 
subject matter and in the struggles for national freedom and identification 
important sources of dramatic power, while the emerging nationalist 
consciousness found in the Romantic drama a highly useful means for 
encouraging national enthusiasm, pride, and solidarity.  
–Marvin Carlson, Nationalism and The Romantic Drama in Europe110 
 
In the previous two chapters, I provided two case studies of two works from 
nineteenth-century Russia, with the intent to isolate non-nationalistic but still romantic 
qualities in the works. As Carlson states, the two concepts are intertwined. I do not want 
to discredit the existing scholarship on nationalism in Russian music or to suggest that the 
intense focus on nationalist in Russian music is overdone. In his article, “Non-Nationalist 
and Other Nationalist,” Richard Taruskin states on “the subject of non-nationalist Russian 
music,” that he doesn’t “care what kind of nationalist you are, I’m against you.” After 
this Taruskin elaborates “a Russia that looms not as an exotic other but as a part of the 
 
110 Marvin Carlson, “Nationalism and the Romantic Drama in Europe,” in 
Romantic Drama, ed. Gerald Ernest Paul Gillespie, A comparative history of literatures 
in European languages v. 9 (Philadelphia: J. Benjamins Pub. Co, 1994), 139. 
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common stash might turn out to be better.”111 Although I disagree with the aggressive 
stance on this argument in his opening statement, I support his explanation that a Russia 
that joins western Europe as opposed to the “other” is better for its recognition as an 
artistic nation. That is the reason for my distinction between romanticism and 
nationalism, with the goal of making Russian music romantic on its own merit. The goal 
of this chapter is to contrast and compare both case studies to better isolate non-national 
but still romantic ideas in each piece. This argument is not new. Richard Taruskin in his 
Grove Music Online article on Nationalism states many ideas about nationalism. 
Taruskin points out that Russian musical nationalism did not start politically driven at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century but later became political because of the efforts of 
Stasov and Soviet scholarship.112  
Even though it is the case that the Russian nationalist movement didn’t start as a 
political movement, in this chapter, I will evaluate nationalism as a political force. I do 
not refer to it as an ideology, because according to Michael Freeden nationalism “fails to 
meet the criteria of a comprehensive ideology.”113 Because of this failure, nationalism 
should not be elevated in importance to the point that where it eclipses romanticism or be 
used as a descriptive marker in music of a conceptual grouping of composers. To counter 
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this failure Freeden introduces, what he calls, The Core Structure of Nationalism. This 
consists of five components 1.the nation – a prioritization of a particular group 2. Positive 
valorization- specific claims over the conduct of the nation’s members 3. A desire to give 
the first two concepts politico-institutional expression 4. Space and time as crucial 
determinants of social identity and 5. Sentiment and emotion supporting a sense of 
belonging and membership.114 Using Freeden’s core structure of nationalism, I will 
determine if Glinka’s Ruslan and Lyudmila and Cui’s Mystic Chorus can be considered 
politically nationalistic.   
Figure 4.1 Visual adaptation of Freeden’s The Core Structure of Nationalism 
Simply put, a traditional way of thinking about Russian music is that Glinka’s and 
Cui’s music matters because they represent Russian nationalism. This is the state of 
discourse and what Taruskin is upset that we are still arguing. I propose that Glinka’s and 
Cui’s music (along with all nineteenth century Russian composers) matters because they 
represent romanticism. Many different elements make up the larger realm of romanticism 
but this study has focused on only three: mysticism, nationalism, and ideas drawn from 
German romantic thought. All three of these romantic ideas have similarities and are 
found thought out the western world. I do not want to emphasize the dichotomy between 
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romanticism and nationalism, but rather clarify the role romanticism plays in nineteenth-
century Russian compositions, and challenge the insinuation that nationalism surpasses 
romanticism in importance. The reason for the pedantic questioning is simple. I believe 
that once you deconstruct compositions into their simplest romantic elements, we can 
then start to describe what elements can be attributed to the inherent nature of the host 
nation. Put more simply this study can be reproduced with different composers and 
different romantic themes with the goal of hiding romantic qualities that care 
commonalities between western classical composition. What is left can be associated 
with the ideas and traditions of its respected country.  Up until the Romantic period, 
Russia didn’t have its own distinct classical music traditions. It can be observed that 
Russia was borrowing the musical traditions of other countries in an imitative fashion.115 
Ruslan and Lyudmila is often discussed by music historians, along with Glinka’s 
first opera A Life of a Tsar, as the foundation of inspiration for the Russian Nationalist, 
the Kuchka. Glinka composed much of the opera in piecemeal fashion creating many of 
the arias and ideas that came to him while he was traveling.  The first mention of the start 
of his process is from 1829, thirteen years before the premiere, playing a Persian song for 
the Persian Prince Khozrev Mirza.116 Once we approach the premiere even less 
individual care was taken in the compositional process to meet deadlines while more 
people became involved. The does not under any circumstances fall into the category of 
expressing political intent, but instead Glinka trying to meet the expectation that was set 
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for him as Russia’s first internationally known composer. After applying Freeden’s five 
concepts in nationalism it is hard to see the nationalistic tendencies often associated with 
the opera. The premiere of the piece was in Saint Petersburg and did enjoy a long run. 
This was also the second opera from Glinka that enjoyed tours outside of Russia in 
Germany, London, and the United States.117 The performance does evoke Russian 
folklore, but unlike A Life for the Tsar there is no political tone. The opera takes place in 
Kiev which is part of the Russian Empire at the time of the opera.  
Does this opera support the idea of the Russian “nationhood”? I argue it does not. 
The setting and the gathering of Russian characters in no way explicitly construct the idea 
of a nation but rather just adds to the Russian folk tradition it is representing. At the 
beginning of the opera during the introduction, Bayan the bard sets up the story with a 
song and sings “To the glory of the Russian lands resound forth, you golden strings as 
our bold forefathers went forth to do battle against Constantinople.”118  This at first might 
sound like positive valorization but it isn’t because there is a lack of evidence to support 
an explicit political agenda that is being presented to the audience and the line is 
descriptive in nature to set the scene of the opera. Politico-institutional expression 
doesn’t show up in this fairy tale at all. There is glory given to the state of Kiev but it 
goes no further than that declaration. Stasov was the driving factor in creating the 
political atmosphere that made Glinka the father of Russian music. Stasov wanted to give 
Ruslan and Lyudmila space and time that is parallel with Freeden’s theory but ultimately 
chose A Life for the Tsar as the nationalistic opera.  Stasov praised Ruslan and Lyudmila, 
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yet at the same time criticized it heavily for its failures, poor use of oriental elements, and 
overall dissatisfaction with it. 119Sentiment and emotion are meet in the opera because this 
being Glinka’s second successful work of this size it did create this unity around the 
opera. 
Now, I will apply the same methods to the Mystic Chorus. The composition of the 
piece is far from having any political intent but instead is aligned more towards literature. 
With the text being sacred and based on Dante’s La Divina Commedia in Italian, Russian 
nationalism is not a focal point. There are to my knowledge no modern performances or 
recording of the piece and the work was published in two languages Russian and Latin.120 
There is an English translation adapted for American audiences, but it is not the original 
language. Even though the main text is in Russian considering the Catholic inspiration of 
the text and the fact that Russia is an Eastern Orthodox country, it is hard to believe this 
piece fits the criteria of Russian nationalism. The organization of the piece is simple as 
we saw in the last chapter. It is in a ternary form which is a standard form throughout 
Europe not specific to any Russian folk tradition. The way the piece is organized points 
more to its religious nature than to any sense of belonging to a specific country. Actually, 
Mystic Chorus does not fit any of the five core elements of nationalism highlighted by 
Freeden. This is because of the sacred nature of the piece. There is no talk of nations or 
positive valorization of any nation. One might argue that there is positive valorization of 
God or Catholicism, which I would agree with, but that is not nationalism. Because of the 
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absence of the first two the last three elements are not represented. The Mystic Chorus is 
a work that pays tribute to Dante, not Russia. 
Political intent is a vague concept that is hard to prove, but using Freeden’s model 
makes it clear that neither of the case studies supports a political definition of 
nationalism. As mention earlier the case of nationalism versus non-nationalist is old and 
has been argued times over. The argument still needs to be made to contribute to the idea 
of a unified Russia in music. Romanticism is the primary source of compositional 
influences during the nineteenth century and most during the nineteenth century “–isms” 
fall under it. I am not denying that these works have nationalistic tendencies but rather 
despite what the composers said or what people around them said about them, they do 
participate in a bigger, pan-European project of Romanticism. By elevating the romantic 
tendencies in these composers, we can remove the stigma of nationalism that has stunted 
scholarship in the area of Russian music. The label of “nationalistic” creates a 
preconceived idea of the music and confines the composers artistically to this label not 
seeing the breath of romantic ideas that come forth from Russia. Bringing Russian music 
into the larger discussion of Western European Romanticism will allow us to appreciate 
Russian even music more.  
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